Abstract. In this paper, we present a new dimensionality reduction (DR) method (SSGEAL) which integrates Graph Embedding (GE) with semi-supervised and active learning to provide a low dimensional data representation that allows for better class separation. Unsupervised DR methods such as Principal Component Analysis and GE have previously been applied to the classification of high dimensional biomedical datasets (e.g. DNA microarrays and digitized histopathology) in the reduced dimensional space. However, these methods do not incorporate class label information, often leading to embeddings with significant overlap between the data classes. Semi-supervised dimensionality reduction (SSDR) methods have recently been proposed which utilize both labeled and unlabeled instances for learning the optimal low dimensional embedding. However, in several problems involving biomedical data, obtaining class labels may be difficult and/or expensive. SSGEAL utilizes labels from instances, identified as "hard to classify" by a support vector machine based active learning algorithm, to drive an updated SSDR scheme while reducing labeling cost. Real world biomedical data from 7 gene expression studies and 3900 digitized images of prostate cancer needle biopsies were used to show the superior performance of SSGEAL compared to both GE and SSAGE (a recently popular SSDR method) in terms of both the Silhouette Index (SI) (SI = 0.35 for GE, SI = 0.31 for SSAGE, and SI = 0.50 for SSGEAL) and the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC) for a Random Forest classifier (AUC = 0.85 for GE, AUC = 0.93 for SSAGE, AUC = 0.94 for SSGEAL).
Introduction
Dimensionality reduction (DR) is useful for extracting a few relatively simple patterns from more complex data. For very high dimensional data, such as gene expression, the original feature space could potentially span up to tens of thousands of features. This makes it difficult to build generalizable predictors on account of the curse of dimensionality problem [1] , where the feature space is much larger than the number of samples available for classifier training. Therefore, DR methods are often utilized as a precursor to classification. Predictors can then be trained on low dimensional embedded features, resulting in improved classification accuracy while also allowing researchers to visualize and interpret relationships between data points [1] .
Most commonly used DR methods, such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [2] , Graph Embedding [3] , or Manifold Learning [2] schemes are unsupervised, meaning they do not take into account class label information. These methods essentially use cost functions assuming that the best features lie in a subspace of the original high dimensional space where most of the variance in the data is centered. Supervised DR methods such as linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [1] employ cost functions where class labels are incorporated to help separate known classes in a low dimensional embedding.
LDA is one of the most popular supervised DR methods; however it does not consider unlabeled instances [1, 4] . Blum et al. [5] suggested that incorporating unlabeled samples in addition to labeled samples can significantly improve classification results. Subsequently, many new DR methods employ semi-supervised (SS) or weakly labeled learning techniques which incorporate the use of both labeled and unlabeled data [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] . These SSDR schemes use labeled information in the construction of a pairwise similarity matrix, where the individual cells are assigned weights based on class and feature-based similarity between sample pairs. These weights can then be used to create a low dimensional mapping by solving a simple eigen-problem, the hypothesis being that embeddings explicitly employing label information result in greater class separation in the reduced dimensional space.
Active Learning (AL) algorithms have been utilized to intelligently identify hard to classify instances. By querying labels for only hard to classify instances, and using them to train a classifier, the resulting classifier has higher classification accuracy compared to random learning, assuming the same number of queries are used for classifier training [10, 11] . In practice, obtaining labels for biomedical data is often expensive. For example, in the case of digital pathology applications, disease extent can only be reliably annotated by an expert pathologist. By employing AL, the predictive model is (a) cheaper to train and (b) yields a superior decision boundary for improved discrimination between object classes with fewer labeled instances.
In this paper we present Semi-Supervised Graph Embedding with Active Learning (SSGEAL), a new DR scheme for analysis and classification of high dimensional, weakly labeled data. SSGEAL identifies the most difficult to classify samples via a support vector machine based active learning scheme, which is then used to drive a semi-supervised graph embedding algorithm. Predictors can then be trained for object classification in the SSGEAL reduced embedding space.
Previous Work and Novel Contributions

Unsupervised Dimensionality Reduction
PCA is the most commonly used unsupervised DR method. However it is essentially a linear DR scheme [2] . Nonlinear dimensionality reduction (NLDR) methods such as Isomap [2] and Locally Linear Embedding [2] , are powerful due to their ability to discover nonlinear relationships between samples. In [1] , we found that nonlinear DR schemes outperformed PCA for the problem of classifying high dimensional gene-and protein-expression datasets. However, NLDR schemes are notoriously unstable [1, 2] , requiring careful tuning of a neighborhood parameter to generate useful embeddings.
Graph Embedding [3] , or Spectral Embedding is an alternative unsupervised NLDR method which does not require adjusting a neighborhood parameter, and has been found to be useful in applications involving classification of DNA microarrays, proteomic spectra, and biomedical imaging [1, 12] . Normalized cuts [3] is one implementation of Graph Embedding, which is widely used in the area of image segmentation. Other versions of graph embedding include Min Cut [5] , Average Cut [3] , Associative Cut [3] , and Constrained Graph Embedding [13] .
Semi-Supervised Dimensionality Reduction
Sugiyama et al. [4] applied SS-learning to Fisher's discriminant analysis in order to find projections that maximize class separation. Yang et al. [8] similarly applied SS-learning toward manifold learning methods. Sun et al. [9] implemented a SS version of PCA by exploiting between-class and within-class scatter matrices. SSAGE [6] is a SS method for spectral clustering which utilizes weights to simultaneously attract within-class samples and repel between-class samples given a neighborhood constraint. However, these embeddings often contain unnatural, contrived clusters on account of labeled samples. Zhang [7] uses a similar approach to SSDR, but without utilizing neighborhood constraints.
Active Learning
Previous AL methods have looked at the variance of sample classes to identify difficult to classify instances [14] . The Query by Committee approach [10] uses disagreement across several weak classifiers to identify hard to classify samples. In [15] , a geometrically based AL approach utilized support vector machines (SVMs) to identify confounding samples as those that lay closest to the decision hyperplane. SVM-based AL has previously been applied successfully to the problem of classifying gene expression data [11] . Additionally, a clear and easily interpretable rationale for choice of sample selection exists. All these methods however have typically been applied to improving classification and not embedding quality per se [10, 14] .
Novel Contributions and Significance of SSGEAL
The primary contribution of this paper is that it merges two powerful schemes -SSDR with Active Learning -for generating improved low dimensional embedding representations, which allows for greater class separation. Figure 1 illustrates how Graph Embedding (GE) can be improved with SSlearning (SSAGE), and even further using AL (SSGEAL). In Figure 1 (a), a simple RGB image consisting of ball and background pixels is shown. Following the addition of Gaussian noise, each pixel in Figure 1a is plotted in a 3D RGB space (Figure 1(e) ). Subsequently, we reduce the 3D RGB space into a 2D embedding via GE (Figure 1 
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Review of SSDR and Active Learning Methods
Graph Embedding (GE)
To obtain low dimensional embedding Z, Graph Embedding [3] utilizes pairwise similarities between objects x i and x j ∈ X to construct N × N weighted graph
where
used to solve the eigenvalue problem (D −W )z = λDz, where D is a diagonal matrix containing the trace ofW , and z k are the eigenvectors. Embedding Z is formed by taking the most dominant eigenvectors z k corresponding to the k smallest eigenvalues λ k , where k is the dimensionality of Z. In this implementation, Graph Embedding does not consider labeled information.
Semi-Supervised Agglomerative Graph Embedding (SSAGE)
By using known label information, Zhao [6] , describes a method for SSDR where the similarity weights for GE are adjusted such that Equation 1 is replaced by
In contrast to simple GE, in SSAGE, known labeled samples are mapped to be closer in the embedding space Z if both samples x i and x j are of the same class Y (x i ) = Y (x j ), and further apart if both samples are of different classes.
SVM-Based Active Learning to Identifying Ambiguous Samples
A labeled set X T r is first used to train the SVM. SVMs [16] project the input training data onto a high-dimensional space using the kernel Π( kernel, defined as Π(x i , x j ) = x T i x j , can then be used to maximize the margins so as to decrease prediction risk. A decision boundary F is created in the trained feature space by maximizing the margin between classes. Unlabeled instances x i ∈ X T s are mapped into the same feature space (Figure 2(a) ).
However, instead of classifying X T s , we use boundary F to find ambiguous samples x i ∈ X a via measure δ, defined as the relative distance to hyperplane F . Samples x i ∈ X T s of shortest δ represent the most ambiguous samples and are assigned to set X a (Figure 2(b) ). Labels for X a are queried and these ambiguous samples are added to the subsequent training set X T r = [X T r , X a ]. Learning via the updated labels Y (X T r ) results in improved class separation (Figure 2(c) ).
Semi-Supervised Graph Embedding with Active
Learning (SSGEAL)
Initialization with Initial Embedding Z 0
The schema for SSGEAL is illustrated via the flowchart in Figure 3 . Our initialization comprises of creating an initial embedding Z 0 and defining the initial training X T r for our active learning scheme within Z 0 . Given data set X, we use Graph Embedding as illustrated in Section 3.1 to obtain our initial embedding
Active Learning to Identify Ambiguous Samples X a
SVM-based active learning (see Section 3.3) is used to identify ambiguous samples x i ∈ X a in embedding Z q , where q represents the specific iteration of an embedding Z. Initial labeled training samples X T r for AL are selected randomly from X. We begin by training an SVM using Z 0 (X T r ) and Y (X T r ) to create model F . δ(X T s ) can be found using F , where the smallest δ(X T s ) are selected and assigned to set X a . Y (X a ) is revealed and X a is added to the training set X T r , such that X T r = [X T r , X a ].
Semi-Supervised Graph Embedding Z q Using Updated Labels
We utilize an updated version of Zhao's SSAGE method [6] to map a modified similarity matrix W into Z using the GE framework discussed in Section 3.1. This weighting only takes into account samples which are of the same class, using a gravitation constant G > 1 to attract same-class samples closer. Weights are adjusted such that Equation 1 is replaced by
Unlike the Zhao [6] and Zhang [7] implementations, instances from different classes are not explicitly weighted to force them farther apart in SSGEAL. The rationale for this is that for biomedical data, certain instances within one class may share several traits with another class. For instance, premalignant lesions while technically benign, share several hallmarks of malignant tumors. Artificially forcing instances from different classes farther apart could result in a pre-malignant lesion being mapped far apart from the cancer class, rather than in an intermediate class between benign and malignant. Labels Y (X T r ) from the updated training set and current embedding Z q are used to create embedding Z q+1 . The new embedding Z q+1 (Z q , Y (X T r )), or simply Z q+1 , is constructed using the current embedding Z q and the exposed label set Y (X T r ). The process of obtaining new labels from AL and creating semisupervised embeddings continues until the stopping criterion is met.
Stopping Criterion Using Silhouette Index
The stopping criterion is set using the Silhouette Index (φ SI ) [17] of the revealed labels. φ SI is a cluster validity measure which captures the intra-cluster compactness A i = j,Y (xj )=Y (xi) x i − x j 2 , which represents the average distance of a point x i from other points X j of the same class, while also taking into account inter-cluster separation B i = j,Y (xj ) =Y (xi) x i − x j 2 , the minimum of the average distances of a point x i from other instances in different classes. Thus, the formulation for Silhouette Index is shown as
φ SI ranges from -1 to 1, where -1 is the worst, and 1 is the best possible clustering. When the change in φ SI falls below threshold θ, such that |φ SI q+1 − φ SI q | < θ, the algorithm stops. The algorithm for SSGEAL is presented below. 
Algorithm SSGEAL
Input: X,Y (X T r ) θ, δ, q = 0 Output: Z f begin 0. Build initial embedding Z 0 (X) 1. while |φ SI q+1 − φ SI q | < θ 2. Train SVM model F using X T r , Y (X T r ) 3. Identify x i ∈ X a using measure δ 4. Update X T r = [X T r , X a ] 5. Update embedding Z q+1 (Z q , Y (X T r ))
Experimental Results and Discussion
Experiments and Evaluation
Datasets. Table 2 provides an overview of the 7 publically available gene expression and digitized prostate biopsy images used to test SSGEAL. 1 For the gene expression datasets, no preprocessing or normalization of any kind was performed prior to DR. For the Prostate Histopathology dataset, a set of 14 pixel-wise features were extracted, including first-order statistical, second-order co-occurrence, and steerable Gabor wavelet features [10, 18] from the images, digitized at 40x magnification. The images are then broken into 30 x 30 pixel regions, each quantified by averaging the feature values in the region. We randomly selected 3900 non-overlapping patches from within the cancer and non-cancer regions (manually annotated by an expert pathologist) for purposes of evaluation. Table 3 .
, and σ(φ AU C ) across 10 runs using different XTr for GE, SSAGE and SSGEAL. The high mean performance and low standard deviation of these statistics over 10 runs of SSGEAL on 8 datasets demonstrates the robustness of the algorithm regardless of initial training set XTr. Best values are shown in bold. For a majority of the cases, SSGEAL is shown to perform the best. Experiments. Two DR techniques were employed to compete against our algorithm (SSGEAL): one which does not incorporate labels (GE) and one which utilizes labels (SSAGE). We generated embeddings Z using DR methods GE, SSAGE, and SSGEAL to show that (a) embeddings generated using SSGEAL outperform those generated via GE and SSAGE, (b) steady improvement in both classification accuracy and Silhouette index can be observed via active learning with SSGEAL, and (c) SSGEAL is robust to initial training. Evaluation Measures. Embeddings were evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively using φ SI (Equation 4) and Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curve for Random Forest Classification φ AUC . For φ SI , all labels were used. For φ AUC , a randomly selected training pool P consisting of two-thirds of the instances in X was used, with the remaining samples reserved for testing. 50 decision trees were trained using a 50 random subsets each consisting of 2/3 of P. Predictions on the testing samples were subsequently bagged and used to calculate the ROC curve for assessing classifier performance.
Silhouette
Parameter Settings. For our experiments, 2D embeddings Z = [z 1 , z 2 ] are generated for each DR method. In all cases, no neighborhood information was used. For both SSAGE and SSGEAL, we ultimately expose 40% of the labels. For SSGEAL, the gravitation constant G was set to 1.3 and our initial training set X T r was set at 15% of Y (X), revealing 5% of the labels Y (X T s ) at each iteration q until 40% of the labels were revealed.
Comparing SSGEAL with GE and SSAGE via φ
SI and φ AU C Table 3 lists the mean and variance of φ AUC and φ SI values for SSGEAL, GE, and SSAGE, over 8 dataset. The same number of labeled samples (40%) were used for SSAGE and SSGEAL for each data set. To obtain an accurate representation of algorithm performance, we randomly selected 10 training sets X T r for 10 runs of SSAGE and SSGEAL for the purpose of testing the robustness of the algorithms to initial labeling. Note that GE is an unsupervised method and does not utilize label information, hence there is no standard deviation across multiple runs of GE. 2D embeddings were generated for each set X T r and evaluated via φ AUC and φ SI . For a majority of the datasets, SSGEAL outperforms both GE and SSAGE in terms of φ SI (μ(φ SI ) of 0.35 for GE, 0.31 for SSAGE, and 0.50 for SSGEAL) and φ AUC (μ(φ AUC ) of 0.85 for GE, 0.93 for SSAGE, and 0.94 for SSGEAL). Furthermore, low standard deviation (σ(φ AUC ), σ(φ SI )) over the 10 runs suggest robustness of SSGEAL to initial X T r . Figure 4 shows qualitative illustrations of 2D embeddings for GE and SS-GEAL over different iterations for 3 selected datasets. We can observe greater class separation and cluster tightness with increasing iterations for SSGEAL. 
Concluding Remarks
Semi-Supervised Graph Embedding with Active Learning (SSGEAL) represents the first attempt at incorporating an active learning algorithm into a semisupervised dimensionality reduction (SSDR) framework. The inclusion of active learning is especially important for problems in biomedical data where class labels are often difficult or expensive to come by. Using 8 real-world gene expression and digital pathology image datasets, we have shown that SSGEAL results in low dimensional embeddings which yield tighter, more separated class clusters and result in greater class discriminability compared to GE and SSAGE, as evaluated via the Silhouette Index and AUC measures. Furthermore, SSGEAL was found to be robust with respect to the choice of initial labeled samples used for initializing the active learning process. SSGEAL does however appear to be sensitive to the value assigned to the gravitation constant G. This parameter may be used to refine the initial graph embedding ( Figure 5(a) ). For the histology dataset, setting G = 1.5 resulted in φ SI = 0.39 and φ AUC = 0.94 for SSGEAL, compared to φ SI = 0.36 and φ AUC = 0.93 for SSAGE ( Figure 5 ). In future work we intend to extensively and quantitatively evaluate the sensitivity of our scheme to neighborhood, gravitation, and stopping parameters. ) show SSGEAL embeddings with gravitation constants G = 1.3 and 1.5 respectively, suggesting the utility of G for improving embeddings with large degrees of overlap between the object classes. For comparison, the embedding graph for GE is also shown for this dataset ( Figure 5(a) ).
